tRNA 3' processing in plants: nuclear and mitochondrial activities differ.
The nuclear tRNA 3' processing activity from wheat has been characterized and partially purified. Several characteristics of the wheat nuclear 3' processing enzyme now allow this activity to be distinguished from its mitochondrial counterpart. The nuclear enzyme is an endonuclease, which we termed nuclear RNase Z. The enzyme cleaves at the discriminator base and seems to consist only of protein subunits, since essential RNA subunits could not be detected. RNase Z leaves 5' terminal phosphoryl and 3' terminal hydroxyl groups at the processing products. It is a stable enzyme being active over broad temperature and pH ranges, with the highest activity at 35 degrees C and pH 8.4. The apparent molecular mass according to gel filtration chromatography is 122 kDa. The nuclear RNase Z does process 5' extended pretRNAs but with a much lower efficiency than 5' matured pretRNAs. Nuclear intron-containing precursor tRNAs as well as mitochondrial precursor tRNAs are efficiently cleaved by the nuclear RNase Z. Mitochondrial pretRNA(His) is processed by the nuclear RNase Z, generating a mature tRNA(His) containing an 8 base pair acceptor stem. The edited mitochondrial pretRNA(Phe) is cleaved easily, while the unedited version having a mismatch in the acceptor stem is not cleaved. Thus, an intact acceptor stem seems to be required for processing. Experiments with precursors containing mutated tRNAs showed that a completely intact anticodon arm is not necessary for processing by RNase Z. Comparison of the plant nuclear tRNA 3' processing enzyme with the plant mitochondrial one suggests that both activities are different enzymes.